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How many times has it happened to you, e.g. you were at an important event in the evening (whether it was for personal or business purposes) 
and you were videoing it for posterity. Then at home you discover the dreaded graininess that happens in low light situations. The video is ruined! 
Or atlease low quality. What to do? 

All is not lost if you have Final Cut Pro X and the Neat Video plug-in. 
Neat Video is a filter designed to reduce noise and grain in digital video. 
According to ABSoft, Neatlab: “Neat Video incorporates the most ad-
vanced noise reduction algorithms in the industry and takes into account 
specific characteristics of particular video capturing devices – video cam-
era, camcorder, computer TV-tuner, etc. – making the filtration cus-
tomized and more accurate.” 

Neat Video is simple to use: You start by dragging the Neat Video 
filter onto your video in the timeline. This adds the Neat Video filter to 
Final Cut Pro’s Inspector. Unlike other plug-ins that have lots of parame-
ters that you tweak in the Inspector, Neat Video has a solitary button 
called: “Select to open”. When pressed, it opens a separate Neat Video 
window. (Figure 1)  

The Neat Video window has two modes:  
• Basic: The Basic mode has a pared down control set or beginners who 

have just started using Neat Video.  
• Advanced: This is for power users. It has the complete tool set that gives 

the user full control over the noise profiling and filtration process. 

Figure 1. I took these two screenshots in Final Cut Pro before (on the right) and after (on the left) I applied the Neat 
Video filter - using just the default settings. You can clearly see that the graininess has been removed from the video 
footage. All without losing the detail in the footage.



There are three buttons at the top called “Auto Profile”, Generic Profile”, and “Load Profile”. 
• Auto Profile: This will take all the guesswork out of the process by doing everything for you, e.g. it will look in your video for areas that contain 

visible noise but doesn’t contain any visible or important details. Usually, Neat Video can find these featureless areas automatically. But if it has 
trouble, you can help it find a featureless area. It installs a default set of preferences. 

In Figure 1 you can see that Neat Video placed a blue box in part of the night sky. If you could zoom way in, you would also see that there are 
no telephone lines or anything else within that box. So it is perfect for the Profiling process. Once it has located this spot, simply press the “Apply” 
button. You will be taken back to Final Cut Pro and the modifications will be made to your footage in the Timeline (Figure 3). 

That was the over simplified version of how to use Neat Video. Here is a more in-depth look at the options, etc.: 
• Generic Profile: Neat Video is very good at finding featureless spots in a clip, but if it can’t, you can use the Generic Profile function to create a 

generic noise profile. Then you can fine-tune its settings to match the noise in your video. 
• Load Profile: You can make (and save) profiles for your cameras and then use these to process you videos in the future. 

Adjust and Preview tab: This lets you see what the final look of the film would be. You can also make further modifications to the final look using 
the parameter settings in this tab. 

Once you are satisfied and tap: Apply, the Noise Video window closes and you are returned to Final Cut pro. Your video is instantly cleaned up of 
the unwanted noise (Figure 2). 

Sharpening 
The sharpening filter that increases sharpness of the details in your video without increasing the noise strength. 

Dust and Scratches 
Neat Video can also reduce spots, dots, and lines of relatively large size from your footage. There is a slider that lets you specify how 

much to remove. This is handy if you don’t want to remove all of the scratches so people viewing it would recognize is as old film-based 
videos. 

Flicker 
Noise Video can reduce the sudden changes of brightness affecting the whole frame or parts of the frame. Flicker is often present in 

older film-based videos and can be caused by artifacts created during video compression, from artificial lighting, etc. 

Figure 2. This screenshot shows the cleaned up video in the Final Cut Pro X window.



Jitter Reduction 
Neat Video has a filter that will suppress the jitter of fine details which make it appear as if objects are moving or trembling. 

Variants 
If you want to compare different adjustments and then select the one that has the best visual results, you can create up to four “Variants”. Each 

variant would have its own set of filter settings. This way you can quickly switch between them to evaluate their previews and then pick the one that 
you like the best. 

Create a Device Noise Profile 
Neat Video needs to know the characteristics of the noise produced by the video camera, drone camera, iPhone, etc. that took the 

video. This way it can efficiently filter out the noise. 
If you would like to see more examples, I suggest that you go to Neat Videos Examples web page. There are 12 short videos that show 

Neat Video’s filter cleaning up various types of noise distortion (Figure 3) being one of the examples. 

Video File Formats 
Neat Video is able to process any video format that is supported by your editing application including AVI, MPEG, MOV, WMV 

and many more. 

Testing 
To learn the basics, I used the grainy video of the cars that Neat Video provides (figure 1 & 2). I was quite impressed with the results 

when I hadn’t even tweaked any of the settings. I did try the filter on my own videos and was able to easily filter out most of the graini-
ness. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I like that you can use Neat Video’s Basic mode to clean up a video really quickly or move on to the Advance mode with all 
of its extra tools and adjustments which lets you fine-tune the filtering process. 

I wish I had Neat Video way back when I was using a camera that had trouble getting quality footage in low light situations. But all is 
not lost, I can go back and clean up those videos now that I do have Neat Video. 
Requires: macOS 10.9 - 10.15, Final Cut Pro 10.0.4 or higher, Motion 5; Neat Video supports most CUDA-capable NVIDIA GPUs 
and a large number of AMD video cards via OpenCL and Metal. 
Company: ABSoft, Neatlab 
Price: Home: $74.90 (Maximum frame size 1920 x 1080) 
          Pro: $129.90 (Maximum frame size: Unlimited, plus it can use two or more GPUs simultaneously and is licensed for commercial 

use) 
Available demo copy 

Figure 3. This is from one of ABSoft’s video examples. Notice how Neat Video filtered out almost all of the noise. 
Quit impressive!

https://www.neatvideo.com/home
https://www.neatvideo.com/download
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